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* IRIS PALL optimizer is a tool created specifically for fast palletizing which has been upgraded to
modern technologies. It is based on the work of experts already present on the market, it is very
easy to use, you will not have any difficulties finding optimal solutions for palletizing. Features: *

Optimizes the order of goods, products, parts, components, etc. * Best arrangements of palletizing
(global, side, vertical, etc.) * Optimal solution for lifting goods, products, parts, components, etc.,... *
Palletization, Reverse palletizing or palletization of parts, products, etc. * Lasting solutions, that is, a
solution for the entire palletizing process * It works in real time for all formats of goods... * Solutions

for all types of goods, objects... * Easy use and installation * Create of solutions for all types of
trucks. * It has integrated by default: - TUV - MTS - ZTP - SNOT - ASEP * Upon request, add the

following: - ITP - KWE - TLK - TTO * The "IRISPallOptimizer" also supports following formats: - Ascii -
Dtml - Gcf - Html - Hml - Lua - Listing (xml) - Mn3d - MsPml - Prc - Psd - Pte (w3c) - Rdf - Rss - Tcl -
Vml - Vrml - Xml - Xhtml - Xps - Xps - Xsd Typical News and Updates A lot of people ask me what's
new in this version. There's a lot of new features, but you'll have to look in the manual because it's
really huge. Instead I'll just list a few. - MTS - TurtleTruck - New Optimizer Heuristic - Determines

what objects can be on top, what can go underneath, etc. - Includes Vertical and Horizontal Swaps. -
Overlapping objects can be 'tacked onto' each other - for example, a pallet can have two containers

on top, one on the bottom, and containers can have parts on top, so those parts can be stacked
above
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o It creates pallet solutions for a given pallet model and fixed number of objects. o It can optimize
and re-optimize the pallet to improve the efficiency of the pallet production. o It can provide an

optimal solution for the next production batch based on the best pallet from the previous batch. o It
can import data from other models. o It can split the optimization of the pallet into two or more

windows (independently or simultaneously). o The pallet is automatically optimized when only one
object is moved. o The solution of the best pallet is selected automatically. o The pallet is

automatically optimized without the need for the user to manually solve the pallet model. o The
pallet model is automatically re-optimized when the first "batch" of boxes has been moved. o It can
read the configurations from Excel spreadsheets. o The pallet can also be opened in the graphics
editor FRAPI to create new objects. o The configuration data can be saved as a FRAPI file. o The

solution of the best pallet is selected automatically. o It can read the configurations from FRAPI files.
o The pallet can also be opened in the graphics editor FRAPI to create new objects. * Basic functions
o IRISPallOptimizer is supported by small and cheap software. o With this is possible to prepare the

pallet on a PC or laptop, then to go on to an industrial printing service. o The solution of the best
pallet is selected automatically. o It also allows the user to save the configuration of the pallet in file.
o To get the necessary information of a specific pallet, the following information is often enough: The
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number of objects, the number of objects per row, the number of columns, the number of rows, the
number of layers, the position of each box on the pallet (small, medium, large), the weights (by
weight or by volume), and the dimensions (by weight or by volume). The user can display the

configuration of the pallet at all times. Pallet optimization / complex issues o If the objects, columns
or rows of the pallet model are in disorder, the optimization system automatically re-organizes the

pallet, creating a solution better adapted to the desired pallet b7e8fdf5c8
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◾ Improve the flow of workers and increase production in sales or warehouse operations. ◾ Produce
pallet jams are reduced. ◾ Increase the level of organization of your warehouse space. ◾ Optimize
your production costs. ◾ Reduce the time necessary for the search for the optimal solution. ◾
Reduces accidents and risks associated with the movement of stored products. ◾ Reduce the costs
associated with purchase of stock for products packaged in plastic, corrugated board or cardboard,
etc. ◾ Reduce the cost of storage space. ◾ Improve product visibility and stock control. The product
was developed in partnership with the following software development companies: • AQUILA SILVER
RAY, with the object of optimizing the data of the moving stock. • MICROSIMA, with the object of
optimizing data and distribution warehouse management. • ARCHITECCO, with the object of
optimizing sales and distribution of goods. ◾ Buy samples and make tests with a dynamic working
time. ◾ Display the images of your merchandise in your stores. ◾ Optimize your product names to
increase customer visibility. ◾ Involve your staff for the search of the optimal arrangement of objects
on pallets. ◾ Visualize the optimal arrangement of objects on pallets. ◾ Schedule your staff to get the
optimal configurations, optimizing production in time. ◾ Refresh stock management and sales while
you wait. ◾ Allow access to your orders to the warehouse operator in real-time. ◾ Invite your
customers to buy directly from your store. ◾ Unload goods directly to cartons. ◾ Define the date of a
product ready for sale and optimize stock distribution. ◾ Support your buyers when they want to
order goods on time. ◾ Create your own pallet designs. ◾ Print professional reports to assist your
colleagues in the warehouse. ◾ Manage your inventory and buy quantities at any time. ◾ Print
professional reports to automate your warehouse management. ◾ Integrate with ERP via a connector
for Enterprise Brokers. ◾ Export your pallet arrangement directly to a partner warehouse. ◾ Export
directly to a pallet from ERP. ◾ Export directly to a Warehouse Management System (WMS). ◾ Export
directly to a Warehouse Distribution System (WDS). ◾ Export directly to a Repository Software (SRP

What's New in the IRISPallOptimizer?

IRISPallOptimizer is a simple and fast tool for palletizing. In this application you will find many
possibilities to optimize the palletization of any type of objects on a pallet, from very simple cases of
traditional hard objects with their back, for palletized sacking, to very complex objects (machines,
vehicles and goods, with many components, different volumes and many operations to take into
account). The application is optimized, first of all, for the search of the best alternative solution,
without affecting the quality of the palletized solutions. With that, quality remains always at the
same level, but the search time is drastically reduced. The user interface was designed with respect
to simplicity and ease of use, it is very intuitive and for experienced users it is even faster than
having to type all the information. Main features: • Optimizes the palletization of objects with and
without back, in vacuum, for a given volume of the pallet. • Choose between several heuristics
algorithms to start the search, depending on the type of objects to be palletized. • Find as many
alternatives as possible, as long as the quality remains at the same level. • Palletizing with and
without back, vacuum or water, a number of possibilities of objects to be palletized, everything
included in the search. • Report generation, printing for printing and external export to other formats
(excel, database). • Send directly to a robotic palletizing via SMS. • With Web Start, you can run
IRISPallOptimizer in any operating system and any Internet Browser. • Optionally, IRISPallOptimizer
can run in a background with no human intervention. • Password protection and security are
available. • Available languages: English, Spanish, French, German and Italian. The program
AutoLoad - a specialist in optimization of the contents of a parcel, loaded into it or packed on it.
Useful for journalists, as well as shipping companies. It can find optimal locations for the contents of
a container (such as storing the minimum number of pictures, cartons, etc.), and sorting them by the
order of importance (according to the weight of each object, the volume of each carton and the
optimal location for them), so that all the contents are placed on the optimum location of the
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container. AutoLoad provides a solution for fast and reliable packing for heavy loads at the lowest
cost,
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System Requirements For IRISPallOptimizer:

Windows 7/8/10 Mac OS X 10.6.8 / 10.8.2 Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or better 4 GB of RAM 1024x768
or higher resolution Description: The Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes are written by a man whose life
was changed forever by a story. Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes is a puzzle game based on the
fictitious detective and his brother, Mycroft. This is an action-adventure game that is not about
fighting, but solves puzzles
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